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We are a dedicated team whose focus is on Sustainability and Energy Efficiency in
corporate Singapore, and we believe in empowering Smart Cities with our Smart Grid
and our suite of Energy Efficiency-related technologies. If you are wondering what it is
that we do, we have sub-divided into 4 main categories (but not limited to), our areas
of specialization: eMetering, eStorage, eMobility and eMS.

The Infocomm Experience Centre (iExperience) was launched on
17 June 2010 by Mr Lui Tuck Yew, the Acting Minister for
Information, Communications and the Arts. iExperience aims to
bring about the possibilities and benefits of Next Generation
(Next Gen) services and the Next Gen Nationwide Broadband
Network (Next Gen NBN) to the public and businesses. The
interactive and engaging exhibits are designed to educate visitors
via hands-on experience with the possibilities presented by Next
Gen NBN, including possible Next Gen services leveraging Next
Gen technologies  that  encompass  our  dai ly  l ives.

Since late last year, NEC Environment and Energy Solutions team
has successfully deployed EcoMonitor, our active energy
monitoring system at iExperience, in order to showcase its energy
management and energy tracking capabilities. EcoMonitor uses
sensors installed at the electrical distribution board to monitor
the real-time electricity consumption of various zones within
iExperience. This information can be accessed via a comprehensive
web-based dashboard, allowing users to view data with much
flexibility, such as viewing by specific zones or specific periods of
time. The dashboard is also equipped with business intelligence
enabling breakdown of top consumers, comparison tools, and
alert settings.

This weekend, on the 22nd and 23rd of January 2011, the
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore (IDA) is organizing
a special event – Carnival @ iExperience – to showcase all the
exhibits on display at the Experience Centre. Do take time to
attend this event and discover the power of Next Gen Nationwide
Broadband Network, and be sure to have your hands-on
experience at navigating our EcoMonitor dashboard on display!


